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Moroccan Cuisine 

 
 
Moroccan Arabic transcript: 

 
� :ب�� ا+*.-, ا+*(%)� '&%وف ا!  ��� ا+.-, ا+*(%)� '&%وف 01*+02 /&�اق ا+.-, ا+*(%)� و أ+� ذ. و /&

� أي 0Cج0C AجA أ+� ه� اA1808 و +@? , === ا>آ; ه9 ا808�آ1&6-  E0' ال GH0آ�� ا+*(%ب '0 آJ 0!ا ===fast 

foods ,GH0 !0آ' ,G�@*/ 0*J%@K! ��� آ�0...  أ!�&/ 0�� MNC ا+.-, د/0+O+9 ذاك اH9عآ�N' ة, آ1@9ن%TU+ا MVHت ,

 MVHNآXYH+ا , ��� آNآMVHN ا+9Kاآ  /&�&/ AKHNU' 0ت�1'0N1K+ا MVHاX[6+ي ا\)Nآ �� ا+@]@]0Y+ .9جA أ+J ]^'0!_�2 

� ه\اك د/0ل c-8 خ0Tري !Y? آ�1J ;*&N[N , 9+9V  )0+`اف د/0ل ا+TU%واتآNH*&N8 �آ]@]c-[( 9 خ[ص ا+

آN[N&*; ,  د/0ل ا+gKH; ا+gKH و ا+1J gKH  ج9ج ا>!9اعآN[N&*, آN[N&*; خ1`و,  N[NN@J&*; ا+*AO1e0خ0Tري

� ا+-\!06ن �&/eggplant ,0e0.-+1  اJ ;*&N[1آ � 0h+ 9+9V! ?Y! pumpkin ا+A2%V و +@? ه�, آN[NN&*;, آ0/? أ+

 A89@+ا MNC 9H*&N[�� , أ+� ه� ا+A2%V ا+i(1%ة ا+TU%ةو 02د آ�&/0hH*&N[�� . آ� أآAH وC_ة و 0YE 0h1Jله9 /&

و آ0/? أ+� /_/% ا+-AHi و 02د /MHU ذاك ا+@]@1J ;*& l  ا+`)k1 آ0/? أ+� /]N, آ�]0h1J  H*&N ا+j*Y, '? ا+TU%ة

  hJ\ي 0CجA وC_ة . /m'0 ا+_ج0ج, 9ن m/ 0h1J'0 ا+XYHو آN@... أ+� ه9

� ا+*.-, :نJ A18080ج0ت أC �  ؟...ا+*(%)

  . و '? وراهX آN@9ن ا+0KآAh.  ا!  /@9ن ا+TU%ة و /@9ن ا+XYH:ب

  ؟... اوspicy or mildه9 اآ;   أ+�ا>آ; ا+*(%)� ا+*9hOر , k1e :ن

� ا+*Xh... هC MH2 9]0ب دا)0 :ب��_ي ج%)US gأ!0 +*0 جg1 ل , /&h+1  ت9ا); , ا+.-, اJ ��_ي ه9 أ+h+0+.-, اJ

� ج*c1 . )0+`افJ ;(9اN+ا lK! MVHN@J0ق-e<ا .< �� ا+.-, ا+*(%)J ?Y! , MVHN1 آJ �� , آ; r-e و ا+&.%/A أ+�&/

 1J �� r-e اخ%'0 /*@� G�lK! ;*&N[! %1 ا+9Nا); , ^[ أ!0 �0دي !.k1 +&_سJ*. ا+9Nا); أ+J ;*&N[! 0دي�او> . 

k1.! 0دي� ]^' , ]^' k1.! 0دي�1^0ل ' t[(ةا%Tخ �E ,XYH+0 اh&' و Ae0.-+ ]^' ,ا+@*9ن GH*&N[! 0' , 0'

�N[! G&*; ا+@*9ن@*/ ,AJ%V+ا ;*&N[! G�.*/ 0' ,0'&N[! G�@*/ h!< 0h1J 0hH*9ةHC 0 .G�� آ; r-e و ... '0 /*@�&/

 �)9N+0ا); آlYN , و +@? آN@9ن 1J  ت9ا); )0+`اف 9hJspicy ا>�G!9@/ 0' A1-H . آN@9ن 1J ا+&.%/A او> ا+9Nا); أ+

( lYN1 و آJ ة\H+ا _C9 .  

� أ'%/@0 ه1�0 ت[Mu ا>آ; :نJ sour  ��� 'i%,  ا>ث�sweet?1 و /&J 0!_�2 G' ��&/...  

� !lK ا+9HCgu9 و 'x+0 ? تV_ري ت0VHي  > !Y:بJ ...x+0' 9 وHC .r-.+0ل '^[ اY(...  

  ؟>آ; )9K1T 8@%:ن

. 1@9ن '&];ه\اك ا+-%9uق آو +@? دا)0 . ا+]@%آ.1-� ا+XYH 02دي 'Gh1J 0 .  ا+9u%-+0( XYHقا+.-r د/0ل'^[ ,  >:ب

 H[&N9ق آu%-+ه\اك ا , H[&N1? آ�'A.Y+ا �J  آT&( c' ;'0آ  .YNXh01ت ,AY+0' A0جC c' 09ة جHC A0جC 9hJ . ?/0آ

 0h1J 9H[&��9hا؟, ا+]K%ج;وC_ ا>آAH ثA1!0 آE �J%&ت g�� ت0Kحه9 خT%ة ,  ا+*Xhا+� آE0' 90ح و هKآ1*0 ت �E ,

� ا+MNC XYH ه9 وz'0C MV-/ .{_C, ه\ا آ�&]H  >ن > 'Gh1NH[2 0. '? ا+TU%ه9 '? !9ع . خT%ةه9 -1.@J ,

http://langmedia.fivecolleges.edu/


K[+ي ذاك ا_O1 %ج تH[&ت ,|O+ا+_/%ي '&  ا+]@% و ذاك اXh&'  1.YNو '? )&_ آ ;[&N/ MNC  . �� ه\ا '.-, أ+�&/

 9HY+ c' x+0' XY+ c*61آgu9+ا lK! �J .  

� 'i%:نJ 0!_�2 0' ?Y! ,��&/  ...]^' ,AY+0' A0جC c' A1HY' A0جC {%@ت �� ذا وC_} و ذا وC_}, أ'�&/ .  

� C]0ب:بH2  ,آ0ن ا �ا+-%9uق . 2[ش؟ >!  '&]; و 9u%-+ .k/0eق '0 آ0ن !{آGH ا+-%9uق XYH+k/0e )0'^[ أ!0 ا+

� ا+*0آAH أ!0 . خN/  i&]; 02د /tYN... ا+-%9uق آ1@9ن /mJ l(0ذا درت1  '0 �0دي)C9_} '0 !{آGH >ن H2 رش_V�'0 آ

� !lK ا+gu9أJ AY+0' 9ة وHC �� ه+ ,AY+0' 0 ت@9ن'm/ 9ة وHC 0 ت@9ن'm/ . 

 

 

English translation: 

 

B: The Moroccan cuisine is known for its richness and Moroccan dishes are known 
internationally. Whoever tastes Moroccan food, she/he will like it. Food is something 
essential but it does not mean that it can be anything. For instance, in Morocco I do not 
eat the fast foods because our food is diverse. One could find vegetables, meat and fruits; 
you could find different vitamins and the necessary nutrients for the body. For example, 
couscous has many different vegetables – like in couscous with seven vegetables. We use 
tomatoes, carrots, kale, eggplants, some people use potatoes, pumpkin and we even use 
zucchini. In one dish there are many vegetables. We also use chickpeas, raisins and 
sometimes there are onions; in addition to that, there could be either meat or chicken.  
N: What is the most essential thing in the Moroccan cuisine? 
B: The most essential thing is for the dish to have vegetables and meat, and after those 
there are fruits. 
N: Is the Moroccan food mostly spicy or mild? 
B: It all depends. When I came to the US, I tried Indian food, which has a lot of spices. 
The same spices are used for all dishes. The Moroccan cuisine is not the same; for every 
dish there are different spices. For instance, if I want to cook lentils, I cannot use the 
same spices as the ones I use for another dish. Another simple example, if I want to cook 
vegetables with meat, I do not use cumin or cinnamon because it is sweet and it does not 
work. For each dish, we use specific spices. For the most part, the food is not too spicy 
but it has spices that one could taste. 
N: Here in the USA, one could find sweet and sour foods, which we do not have in 
Egypt. 
B: For us, you could find sweet and salty foods. 
N: You add sugar to the food? 
B: No. For instance, in the meat with damsons dish, the meat does not have sugar but the 
damson gives it a sweet flavor because they are mixed together. We put something sweet 
with something salty. There is another dish where we use plums. For this one, we extract 
the sugar from the fruit until it becomes sour. We take the skin of the fruit and add sugar 
to it and then put it with the meat. This is another dish that mixes sweet with salty.  
N: In Egypt, people do not like that. For instance, my mother does not like something 
sweet with something salty – each is separate. 
B: But it is nice to experiment! 
N: Do you like it? 



B: It depends. When we make meat with damsons, I do not like to eat the damsons 
cooked – why? Because it becomes too sweet when cooked. I just do not like to eat it 
even if it has been dried. It also has to be softened for it to be added to the cooked food. I 
do not like dishes that are sweet and salty at the same time; I like it to be either sweet or 
salty.         
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